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Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. For information on the uses and risks of 
options, you can obtain a copy of the Options Clearing Corporation risk disclosure document titled 
Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options by visiting ibkr.com/occ. Multiple leg strategies, 
including spreads, will incur multiple transaction costs.

Futures are not suitable for all investors. The amount you may lose may be greater than your initial 
investment. Before trading futures, please read the CFTC Risk Disclosure. For a copy visit 
interactivebrokers.com. 

There is a substantial risk of loss in foreign exchange trading. The settlement date of foreign exchange 
trades can vary due to time zone differences and bank holidays. When trading across foreign exchange 
markets, this may necessitate borrowing funds to settle foreign exchange trades. The interest rate on 
borrowed funds must be considered when computing the cost of trades across multiple markets.

The Order types available through Interactive Brokers LLC’s Trader Workstation are designed to help you 
limit your loss and/or lock in a profit. Market conditions and other factors may affect execution.  In 
general, orders guarantee a fill or guarantee a price, but not both. In extreme market conditions, an order 
may either be executed at a different price than anticipated or may not be filled in the marketplace.

There is a substantial risk of loss in trading futures and options. Past performance is not indicative of 
future results. 

Any stock, options or futures symbols displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to 
portray recommendations.

•IRS Circular 230 Notice: These statements are provided for information purposes only, are not 
intended to constitute tax advice which may be relied upon to avoid penalties under any federal, 
state, local or other tax statutes or regulations, and do not resolve any tax issues in your favor.

•Interactive Brokers LLC is a member of NYSE FINRA SIPC

Disclosure:

https://www.interactivebrokers.com/Universal/servlet/Registration.formSampleView?file=registration_1/cftc_risk_disclosure.html
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Trading Sessions
Discuss 5 Different Trading Sessions

1. Pre-Market
2. Open Cross
3. Regular Trading Hours
4. Close Auction
5. After-Hours

- Differences, Insights



Pre-Market (4 am to 9:30 am)

Characteristics:

Trader Cohort: Active trader

Needs Approval To Trade Pre-market

Reactionary to news cycles (e.g., earnings, economic updates).

Continuous trading, but not bound by regular market rules.

Runs Models to re-price fair value, anticipates order flow and opening print



Pre-market

Usually Excludes Certain Type of Traders

-Passive (IRA, Pensions, Etc..)

-Options Markets Are Closed (No spillover from Option Trades)

-VWAP Orders

-Strategies Based On Pegs (Baskets, Pairs Etc…)

-Institutions That Require Execution Quality



Pre Market Disadvantages

Less Liquid

More Volatile

Does Not have Access To Full Limit Order Book (Certain Order Are Designated 
For Regular Trading Hours Only)



The Opening Cross

A single price auction set by the listing exchange

Specialist Can Trade From Inventory To Offset Imbalance



Open Cross

Trader Cohort: Active and Passive Limit Orders

Trader That Can’t Trade Pre-Market

Trading Strategy Needs Opening Price (Index Settlements)

Limit Order Book Matches



Regular Trading Hours (9:30 am to 4 pm)

Characteristics:

Involves all trader cohorts and strategies.

Key Insights:

Volume profile can vary by time of day:

Initial and final hours see peak volumes.

Noticeable surge in the last two minutes. Strategies may require rebalancing or 
anticipating the closing price.



The Closing Auction

Major liquidity event and determines the day's official closing price.

Key Insights:

Important for certain securities and strategies that depend on closing prices.

Significant for mutual funds calculating NAVs based on closing prices.

Create and Redeem Shares

Portfolio Rebalance

Functions as a single price auction matching buy/sell orders.



After-Hours Trading

Characteristics:

Similar to pre-market but occurs post regular trading hours.

Key Insights:

Dominated by active traders reacting to late-breaking news.

Typically less liquid than other sessions.



Volume Analysis

Methods:

Segmenting volume into buckets for refined insights.

Benefits:

Spotting trends and shifts in trader participation.

Identifying potential rotations.




